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Stretchy fabric

Grid on fabric

Ambisonic

Installation / Wearable with more than one person - i.e. large tube, or corners 
connected to separate people

OR large fabric “room”

sound manipulated by input, not prerecorded, not basic pitch

words, human voice, or live sound from the room itself

put out what is inside yourself, your organs, or your heartbeat with a stethoscope - 
can it be wireless? OR contact microphone

Two people in a fabric “tube”, different sounds depending on stretch level, location

@January 10, 2023 4:21 PM

@January 23, 2023 11:08 AM
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Potential materials:

Lyocell

Netting

Distance sensors to simulate fabric stretch

To do:

look into OSC 

can you transmit sound from a microphone through your phone?
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Research and findings 10.01.

Precise distance measurements will be very difficult, probably not feasible in the 
time period

Finding a solution with OSC is maybe the way to go

If we work with Arduino, we need a way translate the code to an audio interface

stretch sensors:
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conductive rubber sheet
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Initial Prototype and Sound, 
11.01.2023

Created

Last Updated
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Status

Emotional Exploration:

Using humour and play to have the audience let go of boundaries, feel connected and 
intimate with each other. Could play out as laughter, vulnerability, …

POTENTIAL SOUND SOURCE

Heartbeat / inside using
stethoscope microphone

two people in the tube,
their insides audible as
they move

live sound

Different instruments triggered by
distance / closeness, their tempo
changes with rate of acceleration

Comedic, like a two-
person-band

pre-recorded
sound

Microphone from inside or Looking at feedback live sound

@January 11, 2023 9:54 AM

@January 23, 2023 2:57 PM
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outside the room, playing back
manipulated live feed. Creating
feedback loop?

loops, how we might
exit or enter the loop?

Creating sentences with
movement, playback words “at
random”

Representing the movement of
the fabric in sound

First prototypes
Using the contact microphone to observe the sound created by stretching the fabric.
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SOUND INSPIRATION

https://vimeo.com/19780802

Create a room
Focus on the interaction between the speakers/contact microphones/fabric and the 
audience

Could it be a room of fabric?

Or a false floor of fabric, with contact mics attached?

Speakers placed against the fabric with amplified bass, creating a “feedback loop” with 
the contact microphones.

https://vimeo.com/19780802
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mentoring
get black / white space in max to manipulate parameters of effects

create tent-like structure to suspend fabric from the walls

play with fabric textures

scrap clothing
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@January 12, 2023 10:27 AM

@January 23, 2023 11:39 AM
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Fabric tests

Today we tested the fabric for different sounds through the contact microphone.

The larger weave produced clearer sounds, but there was less stretch.

Testing on an elastane/polyamide fabric made a nice “stretching” sound and using three 
layers of fabric to rub on either side of the contact mic (between the clamp) gave the 
most stretchy sound.
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Close-up shots of some of the Materials that we used.

Format

Using the tube around two people will potentially be a more playful experiment. The 
room of fabric is cool, but potentially limits the interaction to touch it with your hands.

By using two contact microphones and the phones with the gyrOSC app, we can use 
full body movement to manipulate the signal from the contact mics.

Outcome: 
Using a jersey-type fabric as a tube to enclose two people, with contact microphones 
enclosed in extra layers of fabric.

The phones will be enclosed at the point where the two people wear the jersey fabric, 
so that their position/acceleration and rotation will manipulate the frequency of the 
sound source.
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Refining the prototype 
13.01.2023
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@January 13, 2023 9:28 AM

@January 23, 2023 11:58 AM
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Findings: 

The sound of the contact microphones 
was not as immersive and impressive 
when two people where stretching the 
fabric as we would have wanted to. We 
started to think about other options, and 
tried out the stethoscope once more, 
finding no sound from it.  

using vocal microphones

Small piece of fabric that you can manipulate, stretch, move, that manipulates your 
voice as you’re speaking into a microphone
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Two people interacting with the exhibit: one who creates the sounds, one who 
interacts with the fabric / object? Or better to use prerecorded sounds?

Concepts:

Sound isolated, booth with person creating sound, another person outside using the 
fabric to manipulate the sound.

pre-recorded sound played for the user to manipulate with the fabric

Different tests:

Manipulating the fabric while at the same time speaking into the microphone, 
manipulating your voice via OSC phone controller

The person who is doing the speaking and the person who manipulates the sounds 
in two different rooms
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Finding: Splitting the experience might be interesting but so far feels a little 
disconnected, what incentive is there for the person to speak into the microphone and 
what would they say?

Sound inspirations

https://vimeo.com/206390032

Dopplereffect idea:

Hanging objects i.e. box, rocks, feedback sound from the objects

Make an object that does not at first glance seem stretchy; by interacting with two 
controllers you find out that you need to do a stretching motion to alter your voice for 
example

Ambient microphone?

material samples

hessian

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/7ac4b5a4-5d07-4
5ce-b216-35d486aafbc2/hessian.m4a

metal sheet

https://vimeo.com/206390032
https://www.notion.so/signed/https%3A%2F%2Fs3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com%2Fsecure.notion-static.com%2F7ac4b5a4-5d07-45ce-b216-35d486aafbc2%2Fhessian.m4a?table=block&id=8c638e77-9691-4f65-bbc2-308bf1d56d69&spaceId=3ed5b19b-4fe5-4dd6-ab15-59d33143c132&userId=c0908ece-e679-436f-b75d-a02c33ad551f&cache=v2
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https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/00550d0a-b251-4
382-87f3-ccba1d3ca8f8/metal_sheet.m4a

polyester elastane

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/5c57aa91-2cad-4
ba4-a7ad-0221faaa439c/polyester-elastane.m4a

thick maroon mesh

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/a7f2a34f-85a4-41
da-b2d7-8810a075ea61/thick_maroon-mesh.m4a

two contact mics on yellow mesh pts 1 + 2

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/82fb6a69-cea1-4
850-9bdc-3ca2503f7fd8/two-fabrics_pt1.m4a

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/769e999b-1291-4
928-904d-442248b3b092/two-fabrics_pt2.m4a

two people moving in the tube

https://www.notion.so/signed/https%3A%2F%2Fs3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com%2Fsecure.notion-static.com%2F00550d0a-b251-4382-87f3-ccba1d3ca8f8%2Fmetal_sheet.m4a?table=block&id=0289e7c0-5c63-415c-8a64-c104025b86b6&spaceId=3ed5b19b-4fe5-4dd6-ab15-59d33143c132&userId=c0908ece-e679-436f-b75d-a02c33ad551f&cache=v2
https://www.notion.so/signed/https%3A%2F%2Fs3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com%2Fsecure.notion-static.com%2F5c57aa91-2cad-4ba4-a7ad-0221faaa439c%2Fpolyester-elastane.m4a?table=block&id=b6eb4dd0-165f-479b-be8b-89fcad553167&spaceId=3ed5b19b-4fe5-4dd6-ab15-59d33143c132&userId=c0908ece-e679-436f-b75d-a02c33ad551f&cache=v2
https://www.notion.so/signed/https%3A%2F%2Fs3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com%2Fsecure.notion-static.com%2Fa7f2a34f-85a4-41da-b2d7-8810a075ea61%2Fthick_maroon-mesh.m4a?table=block&id=bca9f84f-da84-4f80-84d6-2bbd21e754b3&spaceId=3ed5b19b-4fe5-4dd6-ab15-59d33143c132&userId=c0908ece-e679-436f-b75d-a02c33ad551f&cache=v2
https://www.notion.so/signed/https%3A%2F%2Fs3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com%2Fsecure.notion-static.com%2F82fb6a69-cea1-4850-9bdc-3ca2503f7fd8%2Ftwo-fabrics_pt1.m4a?table=block&id=64abce7a-f933-4a41-9688-79ed42fd0238&spaceId=3ed5b19b-4fe5-4dd6-ab15-59d33143c132&userId=c0908ece-e679-436f-b75d-a02c33ad551f&cache=v2
https://www.notion.so/signed/https%3A%2F%2Fs3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com%2Fsecure.notion-static.com%2F769e999b-1291-4928-904d-442248b3b092%2Ftwo-fabrics_pt2.m4a?table=block&id=3d0deb1c-cc35-43b2-89ce-8b5cf48683f6&spaceId=3ed5b19b-4fe5-4dd6-ab15-59d33143c132&userId=c0908ece-e679-436f-b75d-a02c33ad551f&cache=v2
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Feedback:

Marcial: show affordance of fabric rather than using the fabric itself

Matthias: use the fabric, work with the actual fabric sounds

Others: idea with tube of fabric is good (Audrey: intimacy study – invasion of 
personal space)

After the presentations we came up with a final concept and timeline to execute it

@January 16, 2023 2:48 PM

@January 23, 2023 1:45 PM
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Time line / To do
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Sonja - sewing

Sonja - sewing
Potentially setup
in 4K16, unless
we find a room
Attaching
contact mics

Finishing
touches on
audio/tube
USER-TESTING

Presentations Film
& Record

Buy fabric

Matilda - Make
the audio from
recordings
Matilda OR Loic
- midi re-
mapping using
java Testing
OSC movements
on audio

Presentation
1pm

Final setup in
new room
Including
hanging
speakers

Take down setup,
Do
documentation(from
blog to pdf), Edit
Video, Do text file

Tube construction:

get fabric ✔

sew fabric together ✔

make pockets for two cellphones ✔

reinforce top and bottom edges of fabric to be suspended from the ceiling ✔

make weights using stones from soft arch exhibition? (renting weights from leis instead) 
✔

get string or rubber / elastic for hanging and securing weights ✔

@January 16, 2023 3:23 PM

@January 23, 2023 1:46 PM
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AV setup:

Find space where we can hang speakers? ✔

Hang speakers OR rent stands from leihs X

Have interface connected with the contact microphones. ✔

Exhibition setup:

hang fabric ✔

attach microphones ✔

attach weights ✔

Digital / Tech setup:

Work out mapping rotation / acceleration inputs to new values, to have more gradual 
pitch modulation, figure out distance or magnetic sensors. ✔

Musical setup:

Creating a loop with pre-recorded contact microphones sounds, manipulating to create 
low-pitched rumble type sounds, which increase in pitch etc with touch of the fabric ✔

play with different textures and sounds for closeness/distance ✔
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Today we faced a big problem. Since our installation requires sewing, Sonja headed up 
to the textile workshop only to hear that the workshop is occupied by a course for the 
whole week and we are not allowed to work there. This means that Sonja has to work 
from home on Wednesday so she can use her own machines.

Loic started connecting the OSC app and Ableton together and trying out different 
sensors.  

We also began looking for a space we could install the fabric hanging as well as the 
surround sound system. This proved difficult as there wasn’t many rooms available to us
with our permissions. We ended up booking room 5.F04, which has two existing 
speakers, as well as relative sound proofing and no natural light. We’ll have to 
reorganize the furniture but it’s workable for sure.

@January 17, 2023 10:35 AM

@January 23, 2023 2:55 PM
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By studying and experimenting with the code, we found out, that the map function 
needed to be constrained. Finding the right values was also crucial, to make the 
communication between processing and Ableton better.

Todo:

Get scaffolding from Leihs to hang fabric - use 5.1 sound room?

Find a room with scaffolding to hang fabric?
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User Testing and Prototype 
18.01.23
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Today’s jobs: 
Plug in the contact microphones and get the effects going on them.

Have multiple devices.

Use two laptops and two audio interfaces to connected.

// Sonja at home fabricating the stretchy “room” which will be hung on Thursday.

Prototype using the yellow mesh fabric:

@January 17, 2023 5:05 PM

@January 23, 2023 12:49 PM
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https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/288539a6-38fa-4
494-ad7f-175a83f66564/yellow_mesh-two-mics_18-01.m4a

https://www.notion.so/signed/https%3A%2F%2Fs3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com%2Fsecure.notion-static.com%2F288539a6-38fa-4494-ad7f-175a83f66564%2Fyellow_mesh-two-mics_18-01.m4a?table=block&id=2a4fa8af-0219-4f71-b859-67a095399a36&spaceId=3ed5b19b-4fe5-4dd6-ab15-59d33143c132&userId=c0908ece-e679-436f-b75d-a02c33ad551f&cache=v2
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User testing:
Tanja

reminds me of a cave, built with stones

feels like a cave or castle,

walking

stones

nagging animal

color gives chemical associations, affordance of not touching it in some sense

After showing Tanja our intention for the use:

it’s easy to misuse
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if it was around her she would push on it

invites effort to “escape” from a space, from ceiling to ground for escape

bright yellow color = chemical, something you shouldn’t touch

Presentation Feedback:

Using touch to change the volume of the background rumbles.

Having four speakers for each microphone, so it’s like a surround sound experience.

In terms of inviting people into the circle, thinking about having it high enough for people 
to walk under, or angled so that people are invited to enter.

More like a dome shape?

Matthias said it sounded like being inside a whale - like Pinocchio?

It was suggested to attach objects to the fabric to make a sound? Maybe… maybe not.

Future ideas:

Play with light, have the source of light from inside the circle so people can see 
shadows from the outside. Like a membrane.

Making of “the circle” for the installation:

We bought a skin-colored fabric from the school textile workshop. Because the 
workshop was occupied the whole week, we had to work with our own machines. The 
process was to first over lock the edges of the fabric, so it doesn’t start breaking and 
connecting the fabric as a tube. After that we made some reinforcement patches out of 
recycled leather, hoping that this would prevent the installation from breaking while 
being stretched. We made the construction of the reinforcement so that the installation 
can be tied using them. Finally, we made some pockets for the phones in pre-tested 
positions. These are made from the same recycled leather material. 
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In the end, we did some brainstorming and testing how the mesh fabric could be added 
to the spots where the contact microphones could be, to bring more of crunchiness to 
the sounds being created. 
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Thursday Timeline

test the way the fabric is hung to invite users

test the contact microphones when attached

fine tuning sound

adding lines of code to have x or y value

mapping the midi for each microphone

test if you can connect two phones at once — maybe not. Use two laptops?

Mock-up and User testing

@January 18, 2023 4:37 PM

@January 23, 2023 2:01 PM
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We had to build the fabric sculpture first in a different location as the room we booked 
wasn’t free till 5. This way we were able to test out how the shape holds and how the 
sounds come together with this particular fabric and shape. 
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The outcome was almost as wanted although when one was inside stretching the fabric 
there wasn’t sound being transmitted from each point of the fabric.

Before moving the installation to a different location we decided to do one more user 
test. Lukemann was kind to spare some time for us and gave us some great inputs and 
comments. His way of interacting with the sculpture was exactly what we were desiring. 

Some of Lukemanns feedback was:

affordance of not entering the “room”

the stretchy sound wasn't quite there as he would have expected it to be

he was expecting more elastic sounds

the thunder like sound was really natural and he liked it a lot
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The whole structure reminded him in a spider web, gum, or something made out of 
rubber.

He gave us also the feedback, that we could attach further strings to the 
construction. These strings could be connected directly to the contact mics to better 
pick up the vibrations. We didn’t end up doing this, instead the constant rumble of 
the prerecorded material filled the space, and once we ended up hanging the final 
sculpture it didn’t feel like there was a lack of response from the contact 
microphones.

Final Outcome:
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We built the fabric sculpture into its final form in a different room, turning it inside out so 
that the leather pockets were inside and acted as an invitation to touch them. They 
contained the phones connected to GyrOSC and a contact microphone attached to 
mesh for extra stretch sound.

We installed a light and connected the sound system, utilising the four channel surround 
sound to place the contact microphone audio relative to their position. One of the cables 
connecting the fourth contact mic created a lot of white noise which had a pulsating 
rhythm that really distracted from the sonics of the rest of the sculpture, so at the last 
minute we had to opt for three microphones.

Planing the the presentation:

Process:
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material construction: sonja

sound/tech: matilda (using gyrOSC)

user testing: loic 

Outcome: 

interactive fabric sculpture, manipulation of fabric to create sound

experimentation 

Learnings: 

user testing is important

pick an idea, roll with it

useful to experiment as much as possible, as it made the concept more clear when 
it came to actually putting everything together

Future:

more contact microphones

playing with the ambisonic sound potential and the location users pressed

not using the gyrOSC app, but constructing using Arduino (phone is good for rapid 
prototyping)
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Final presentation 20.01
Created

Last Updated
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Today we arrived early to make sure the equipment was connected correctly, and to 
double check the mapping of the GyroOSC data to the audio. 

When people entered the room they started with cautious interactions between them 
and the Installation. As the threshold dropped over time, our classmates really started to 
engage with the installation, even to a point that we thought everything would fall apart. 
There was a point where two people were leaning all of their weight into the fabric, 
which reminded us of one our earlier concepts. Others played with the sculpture in a 
sort of rhythmic way, grabbing and shaking the material to activate the contact 
microphones which gave a rippling, squelchy sound. Fortunately the fabric and the 
strings held strong, probably due to the choice of a super flexible jersey-like elastane, 
which was able to morph completely yet still bounce make to its’ original shape.

Both verbal and physical feedback was good, and it was a relief that we didn’t have any 
of the technical problems from the previous presentations. I think because of the past 

@January 20, 2023 8:13 AM

@January 23, 2023 2:17 PM
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errors people’s expectations were low, and they were pleasantly surprised with how it 
had come together…

Video / Documentation 

In the afternoon we planed about how the video could look like and created a short 
storyboard. We decided that a video in a “home made” style could be an interesting 
approach, as it would intensify the the weirdness of the installation in the meeting room 
where the installation was build up, and the grainy texture gave this feeling of organic 
materials.

When viewing some of the test footage an a larger screen, we started to like the 
characteristics of the low light and grainy low-fi image atmosphere as it fitted very well 
with the sounds and the visuals of the installation. To further intensify the look, we 
increased the ISO values to a high level, this gave us even more graininess.
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Pictures from the exhibition: 
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